
DIVOTS

Rich in potassium, calcium,

vitamin C, beta carotene,

 thiamin, B6, as well as

soluble and insoluble fiber.

Helps prevent kidney

disorders, high blood

pressure, the prevention

of cancer, diabetes

Has nourishing elements like

vitamin C, vitamin B6, vitamin

A, vitamin E, folate, niacin

thiamin, and riboflavin.

Helps improve digestion,

prevention of stomach

disorders, gallstones,

constipation, liver disorders.

An excellent source of

vitamin C, vitamin A, folate,

vitamin E, and vitamin K. Has

antioxidant properties.

Help us to look after the Golf Course

Repair all divots you make on the

fairways – a divot is when you

cut a chunk/piece of turf with

your strike of the ball.

Please pick up the displaced

piece of turf and stamp it firmly

back into the place it came out

of. Press all around the edges

with your foot to make sure it will

knit together with the existing

turf and not cause permanent

damage.

PITCH MARKS 90  DEGREE RULE
Repair any pitch mark you make

on the green – this is a ball

shaped dent on the green where

your ball landed – particularly

from a height and very often on

par 3s. This dent will recover

quickly if repaired immediately.

Use your pitch repairer or even a

long tee peg to carefully lift up

the depressed dent and make it

level with the green around with

the base of your putter.

Do not take your trolley onto the

tee areas or too close to the

greens. Park your trolley well

away when driving or putting.

Keep buggies (individual and

double) well away from greens

and their fringes. In wet

conditions keep buggies to the

rough ground at the side of the

fairways - apply the 90 degree

rule for all holes.

BUGGIES TROLLEYS

Abide by the 90-degree rule on

holes 5-8 during wet conditions.

Walk with your trolley to the side

of the fairways and leave the

trolley there while you walk

across to your ball to take your

shot. Avoid taking your trolley

onto any area of fairway on those

holes.

Many thanks for your 
help in looking after our 

course.
Peter Izod

Chairman, OGC


